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Future electron-proton collider proposals like the LHeC or the FCC-eh can supply ab−1 of collisions with
a center-of-mass energy in the TeV range, while maintaining a clean experimental environment more com-
monly associated with lepton colliders. We point out that this makes e−p colliders ideally suited to probe BSM
signatures with final states that look like “hadronic noise” in the high-energy, pile-up-rich environment of pp
colliders. We focus on the generic vector boson fusion production mechanism, which is available for all BSM
particles with electroweak charges at mass scales far above the reach of most lepton colliders. This is in contrast
to previous BSM studies at these machines, which focused on BSM processes with large production rates from
the asymmetric initial state. We propose to exploit the unique experimental environment in the search for long-
lived particle signals arising from Higgsinos or exotic Higgs decays. At e−p colliders, the soft decay products
of long-lived Higgsinos can be explicitly reconstructed (“displaced single pion”), and very short lifetimes can
be probed. We find that e−p colliders can explore significant regions of BSM parameter space inaccessible to
other collider searches, with important implications for the design of such machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Progress in high energy physics relies on designing new ex-
periments to explore ever higher mass scales and smaller in-
teractions [1]. This is vital both to understand the Standard
Model (SM) at new energy regimes, as well as for the discov-
ery of Beyond SM (BSM) physics. As the Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC) makes impressive progress exploring of the TeV
scale, it is therefore a high priority to look ahead and iden-
tify the most important physics opportunities presented by the
next round of proton and electron colliders.
Lessons learned from the LHC era provide important con-
text for any future collider program (see e.g. ref. [2]). When
the LHC experiment was designed more than two decades
ago, the main focus was the discovery of the Higgs boson
and searches for BSM theories like supersymmetry (SUSY)
[3]. This meant that identification of high energy final states,
copiously produced in prompt decays of intermediate particles
with masses around the TeV scale, was paramount. The explo-
ration of this canonical “High Energy Frontier” will be an im-
portant goal for future experiments, but the absence (to date)
of any such BSM signatures at the LHC presents us with an
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important puzzle: How do we reconcile LHC null results with
the fact that motivation for BSM theories is as strong as ever?
The hierarchy problem has been sharpened by the discovery of
the Higgs and explicitly calls for TeV-scale new physics, while
dark matter, baryogenesis and neutrino masses continue to beg
for explanations. An important lesson of the last decade is
that these fundamental mysteries can be addressed by theories
which have signatures very unlike the high energy SUSY sig-
nals of the canonical high energy frontier. Hidden valleys [4–
9], Hidden Sectors connected to Dark Matter [10–15], Neutral
Naturalness [16–18], WIMP baryogenesis [19–22], many va-
rieties of SUSY [23–28], and right-handed neutrinos [29–35]
might only show up in “exotic channels” like Long-Lived Par-
ticle (LLP) signatures. It is important that future colliders can
explore this “Lifetime Frontier” as well as the High Energy or
High Intensity Frontiers.
Future colliders: Most proposals fall into two categories:
lepton or hadron colliders. The proposed e+e− colliders,
namely the ILC in Japan [36, 37], the CEPC in China [38],
and the FCC-ee (formerly known as TLEP) [39] and CLIC at
CERN [40] are ideal for precision measurements of the Higgs
boson properties due to their exquisitely clean experimental
environment. The sensitivity of the Higgs to the existence of
new physics (see e.g. [41]) makes this an endeavor of the high-
est priority, but direct discovery of new BSM states at such
machines is generally less likely, since their center of mass
energy is below that of the present LHC.
On the other hand, presently discussed future pp colliders
like the FCC-hh at CERN [42–44] or the SppC in China [45]
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2would offer enormous center of mass energies at the 100 TeV
scale as well as huge event rates for many weak-scale pro-
cesses like Higgs Boson production. This would enable them
to probe very high mass scales and very rare processes, pro-
vided the final states can be identified in such an extremely
high-energy high-rate environment.
There is a hybrid of these two approaches which is less of-
ten discussed: electron-proton colliders. HERA was the only
such machine ever built, and it was instrumental to establish
the inner structure of the proton via deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) measurements. The resulting information about Parton
Distribution Functions (PDFs) is now part of textbooks and
Monte Carlo generators. This was HERA’s primary objective,
and its successes are of foundational importance for high en-
ergy measurements and BSM searches at pp colliders like the
Tevatron and the LHC. HERA’s direct contributions to BSM
searches, however, were much more limited. The electron-
proton initial state does not give rise to large cross sections
for many BSM processes, and HERA’s center-of-mass energy
of
√
s = 320 GeV and integrated luminosity of ∼ 500 pb−1
was far below the Tevatron’s 1.96 TeV and 10 fb−1. As a
result, HERA was outclassed in mass reach for almost all
BSM signatures, with the exception of some leptoquark sce-
narios [46, 47].
Beyond HERA: Plans for electron-proton colliders have
evolved considerably since HERA. Modern proposals envi-
sion them an “add-on” or “upgrade” to an existing high-
energy pp collider, at a cost that is roughly an order of mag-
nitude below that of the pp machine alone. The LHeC pro-
posal [48–50] consists of a 60 GeV high-intensity linac sup-
plying the electron beam to meet the 7 TeV proton beam at a
collision point in the LHC tunnel. This includes a dedicated
detector, with a geometry that accommodates the asymmet-
ric nature of the collision. The LHeC would have a center
of mass energy of 1.3 TeV and is planned to deliver up to
1 ab−1 of collisions over its approximately 10-year lifetime,
a drastic increase of energy and especially luminosity com-
pared to HERA. An analogous proposal, FCC-eh, exists for a
future 100 TeV pp collider at CERN [51], but one could just
as easily imagine such an extension for the HE-LHC [52] or
the SppC [45].
Future machines like the LHeC or the FCC-eh would
greatly advance our knowledge of the proton [53] with many
important benefits for the main pp program, but the physics
potential does not stop there. Future e−p machines can ac-
cess mass scales beyond the energies of lepton colliders, while
maintaining a clean experimental environment and deliver-
ing high luminosity, all for a fraction of the cost. This ex-
plains their perhaps surprising ability to support a strong pre-
cision Higgs program [54–58]: LHeC measurements of Higgs
couplings relying on Vector Boson Fusion (VBF) production
might be competitive with electron colliders (albeit without
the important model-independent measurement of the Higgs
width via Zh production).
Could we harness this unique experimental setup to explore
hitherto inaccessible BSM signatures as well? Previous stud-
ies exploring the BSM reach of future e−p colliders mostly fo-
cused on production modes that allowed for large signal rates
from the asymmetric initial state: leptoquarks [49], 4th gen-
eration quarks [59] or excited leptons [60], right-handed (RH)
neutrinos [60–64], and left-right symmetric models with new
gauge bosons in the t-channel [65, 66]. However, in all of
those cases, with the exception of RH neutrino models (which
include LLP signals [64]), the LHC or HL-LHC has higher
mass reach [67–73]. This is a familiar echo of the HERA-
Tevatron interplay. One might think naı¨vely that this puts a
damper on the BSM motivation for electron-proton colliders,
but we argue that this conclusion is premature.
In fact, we argue that e−p colliders are uniquely suited to
discover new physics, with strengths that are truly comple-
mentary to both pp and e+e− programs. Given the unknown
nature of new physics signatures in light of the LHC puzzle,
this makes e−p colliders a vital component of a future high
energy physics program.
Focusing on the final state: Rather than focusing on BSM
scenarios with large production rates, we suggest focusing on
BSM scenarios which give rise to final states that look like
hadronic noise in the pile-up-rich environment of pp collid-
ers. The clean environment of the e−p collider allows for their
unambiguous reconstruction, while their large center-of-mass
energies allow them to access higher mass scales than lepton
colliders. This view is tentatively backed up by the encourag-
ing results of the initial precision Higgs and RH neutrino stud-
ies, which relied heavily on the clean experimental environ-
ment. The shifted focus from initial to the final state also al-
lows us to consider more general BSM production modes like
VBF, which are present in any theory with new electroweak
charged states. We consider LLP signatures to demonstrate
the utility of this new paradigm.
Long lived particles: New states with macroscopic life-
time are extremely broadly motivated. They often emerge as
result from basic symmetry principles of Quantum Field The-
ory and are highly generic in BSM theories, where states can
be long-lived due to approximate symmetries, modest mass
hierarchies, or sequestration of different sectors in a UV com-
pletion. As outlined above, they are ubiquitous in theories of
hidden valleys and general hidden sectors, and are the smok-
ing gun signal of Neutral Naturalness, certain varieties of
SUSY, theories explaining the origin of neutrino masses, as
well as many baryogenesis and dark matter scenarios.
LLPs can be detected directly via their passage through the
detector material if they are charged or colored (and long-lived
enough), or by reconstruction of a displaced vertex (DV) if
they decay in the detector. They are not picked up by most
standard searches focusing on prompt signals, making them
consistent with recent LHC null results. However, the spectac-
ular nature of these signals means that dedicated LLP searches
typically have very low backgrounds, often allowing for dis-
covery with just a few observed events at the LHC or future
colliders [30, 35, 64, 74–77] There are, however, important
regions of LLP signature space which are very difficult for
pp colliders to probe, due to low signal acceptance, trigger
thresholds, or sizable backgrounds. This includes (i) invisible
LLPs with very long lifetimes that escape the main detectors,
(ii) LLPs with very soft decay products, and (iii) LLPs with
very short lifetimes . mm, making them difficult to distin-
3FIG. 1. Possible layout of the LHeC detector, figure from [49].
guish from hadronic backgrounds. Recent proposals for ded-
icated external LLP detectors near an LHC collision point,
like MATHUSLA [78, 79], milliQan [80], CODEX-b [81] and
FASER [82], aim to address the first of these shortcomings.
The second and third class of signals are prime targets for e−p
colliders.
We examine two important BSM signatures at e−p collid-
ers after briefly reviewing the salient details of these proposals
in Section II. We study Higgsinos in Section III. If the winos
are decoupled, the charged Higgsino can have a lifetime of
up to several mm, decaying to often just a single soft pion
via a small mass splitting to the neutral Higgsino. This de-
cay cannot be reconstructed at pp colliders, forcing searches
to rely on monojet or disappearing track signals. In the clean
environment of e−p colliders, these soft displaced final states
can be explicitly reconstructed, and lifetimes many orders of
magnitude shorter than those accessible by pp colliders can be
probed at masses far beyond the reach of lepton colliders. To
demonstrate the utility of e−p colliders for general LLP sig-
nals with very short lifetime, we also consider LLP production
in exotic Higgs decays in Section IV. Again, the e−p searches
outperform searches for pp colliders by orders of magnitude
for very short lifetimes. We conclude in Section V.
II. ELECTRON-PROTON COLLIDER BASICS
Electron-proton colliders are hybrids between e−e+ and pp
colliders. Today’s proposals consider electron beams from a
linac that intersect with the hadron beam from an existing pp
collider (though using an electron beam from a circular col-
lider would also be possible). Such machines allow for a clean
collision environment with very little pile-up, center-of-mass
energies of O(1) TeV and luminosities of 1 ab−1 or more.
The Large Hadron electron Collider (LHeC) [48–50] is a
proposed upgrade for the high luminosity phase of the LHC.
It foresees the construction of a high-intensity electron accel-
erator adjacent to the main rings. The resulting 60 GeV e−
beam would meet the 7 TeV proton beam from the LHC at
a dedicated interaction point in the HL-LHC tunnel, with an
envisaged total luminosity of 1 ab−1 at a 1.3 TeV center-of-
mass energy over the lifetime of the program. We remark that
higher electron beam energies are also discussed [49]. The
collisions would be analyzed in a general-purpose detector,
with an adjusted geometry to accommodate the asymmetric
collision.
An even more powerful electron-proton collider is dis-
cussed as part of the Future Circular Collider design study,
namely the Future Circular electron-hadron Collider (FCC-
eh) [51]. The FCC-eh is based on the electron beam from the
LHeC facility, colliding with the 50 TeV proton beam from
the hadron-hadron mode of the FCC. The final integrated lu-
minosity is currently assumed to be ∼ 1 ab−1, at center-of-
mass energies up to 3.5 TeV [53]. In the following, we will
refer to this experimental setup as the FCC-eh (60) to indicate
the electron beam energy.
The goal of our study is to assess the BSM potential of e−p
colliders, which should be a major design driver for the elec-
tron accelerator and detector. The FCC-eh specifications are
much less finalized than the LHeC, and it is instructive to con-
sider alternatives to the existing proposal, and how they differ
in BSM reach. We will therefore also discuss a version of
the FCC-eh which represents perhaps the highest-energy setup
that might be realistic: an electron beam with energy 240 GeV
meeting the 50 TeV proton beam, to generate center-of-mass
energies of 6.9 TeV. We refer to this scenario as the FCC-eh
(240). Such a high energy electron beam would be challeng-
ing to implement, but there are several options, including a
nearby ILC or CLIC-like facility or use of a high-energy circu-
lar electron-positron collider in the same tunnel (as is planned
in the CEPC/SppC project in China).1 Morevoer, since the
benchmark luminosity of the FCC-hh program is ∼10 times
higher than foreseen for the HL-LHC, we also consider the
analogous possibility of 10 ab−1 at the FCC-eh (60) and FCC-
eh (240).
The LHeC detector layout from the technical design report
is shown in Fig. 1 [49]. Precise details of the detector are not
relevant for our benchmark studies, and we only focus on the
most salient features. For concreteness, and also to be some-
what conservative, we assume the same detector capabilities
for the FCC-eh as for the LHeC (though this does not affect
our qualitative conclusions).
Notable is the tracker coverage to very high rapidity of 4.7
in the forward and backward direction with respect to the pro-
ton beam, starting at a distance of about 3cm from the beams.
The detector has a magnetic field of ∼ 3.5 T, and the nominal
tracking resolution is 8 µm. Studies for ILC detectors show
that impact parameter resolutions down to∼5 µm may be pos-
sible [83–85]. To assess the importance of tracking resolution
on LLP reach, we therefore consider resolutions of 5, 8 and
16 µm. The elliptical interaction point has rms dimensions of
7 µm in the transverse plane and 0.6 mm along the longitu-
dinal beam direction. Charged hadronic tracks with energies
above few GeV are generally accepted by the calorimeters.
1 In the context of the FCC-ee, the maximum energy that may be feasible
from a technological point of view is ∼ 250 GeV [51].
4However, since we will be considering LLPs that decay to
soft low-multiplicity hadrons, precise energy thresholds will
be important. To assess their impact on LLP reach we con-
sider pT thresholds of 50, 100 and 400 MeV for reliable re-
construction of a single charged particle track. The trigger
capabilities of the tracking system are not yet completely de-
fined [49], but since DIS measurements are a major design
driver, we assume that single jets with pT > 20 GeV can be
triggered on with high efficiency. This means trigger consid-
erations will not play a major role in our analyses.
With the above specified performance parameters, the cor-
responding e−p collider concepts offer center-of-mass ener-
gies larger than all but the most ambitious lepton collider pro-
posals, while maintaining a very clean experimental environ-
ment. In comparison to pp colliders, the various hadronic
backgrounds have very different distributions and are strongly
suppressed. At the LHeC, the pile-up is expected to be ∼ 0.1
per event, while for the FCC-eh (60) it may rise to ∼ 1. We
will consider analysis strategies which take advantage of, but
are robust with respect to, these low pile-up levels.
III. LONG-LIVED HIGGSINOS
The electroweakinos (EWinos) of the MSSM are well-
motivated candidates for LLPs. The mixing of the Bino,
Wino and Higgsino fields gives rise to four neutralino and two
chargino mass eigenstates.
If the mixing of these particles is significant they can be de-
tected at hadron colliders via searches for high energy leptons
and missing energy [86, 87].
In the following we consider the challenging limit of small
mixing. In that case, the masses of the lightest Higgsino
(Wino) chargino and the lightest neutralino are only slightly
split due to electroweak symmetry breaking loop effects.2 The
difference between these two masses, referred to as the ‘mass
splitting’ (∆m) in the following, is O(100) MeV which cor-
responds to a lifetime cτ ∼ 7mm (∼ 6 cm). Charged LLPs
with this lifetime, decaying into a massive neutral particle,
can be searched for at the LHC via so-called ‘disappearing-
track searches’. Owing to the larger lifetime and four times
larger production cross section,3 Wino searches have signifi-
cant mass reach at the LHC and FCC-hh [89, 90]. Searches
for Higgsinos are much more challenging, and a customized
tracker with sensitivity to shorter lifetimes is needed, as shown
in ref. [91] (see also ref. [92]). Due to the almost-degenerate
mass spectrum, the leptons and jets from the chargino decay
have very small momenta and thus largely fail to pass recon-
struction thresholds of the LHC analyses. Depending on the
value of ∆m, searches that include an ISR jet and additional
2 These cases are often referred to in the literature as ‘pure’ limits. We note
that a ‘pure Bino’ that is stable on cosmological time scales and thus a
viable dark matter candidate needs to be lighter than 100 GeV not to over-
close the universe, which is ruled out by LEP searches[88].
3 The Casimir group factor is given simply by T 23 .
‘soft’ leptons can yield relevant constraints [93–101]. In sce-
narios where the mass splitting of the electroweakinos is given
by the loop effects only, the relevant signature at the LHC is
the missing energy, which is included in the so-called mono-
jet searches.
There are important incentives to study Higgsino signatures
beyond their role in supersymmetry. Neutral Higgsinos are
thermal DM relics that can yield the observed relic density if
their masses mχ is around 1.1 TeV [102] or below (depend-
ing on mixing). Furthermore, the lessons learned from study-
ing pure Higgsinos can easily be transferred to theories with
similar phenomenology, for instance models with inert multi-
plets [103–105] and vector-like leptons (see e.g. [106–111]),
which are also interesting in the context of minimal mod-
els for gauge unification [112, 113]. This makes the ‘pure-
Higgsino’ case very theoretically compelling, even as their
low production cross section, soft decay products, and short
lifetime make them the most experimentally challenging elec-
troweakino scenario at proton-proton colliders.
In the remainder of this section we review the main phe-
nomenological features, branching ratios and lifetimes of Hig-
gsinos. After setting the stage by summarizing current and
projected constraints from cosmology and pp colliders, we
show how e−p colliders can fill in crucial gaps in coverage.
A. Higgsino Phenomenology
The spectrum and interactions of EWinos in the MSSM has
been studied in depth [3, 114], and we only focus on the as-
pects relevant for our analysis here. In the decoupled Wino
limit where µ  M2 and µ < M1 there is one charged state
χ± and three neutral χ0i , i = 1, 2, 3. The mass of the charged
state receives the 1-loop correction from EW gauge bosons,
∆1−loop. In the neutral sector the two lighter states are at
about the scale µ split by ∆0 and the third one at the heavy
scale M1. The latter does not impact directly on the phe-
nomenology, but rather dictates ∆0. One can thus trade the
Lagragian parameters µ,M1, tanβ for the mass of the light-
est neutralino mχ01 and the mass splitting with respect to the
chargino (∆m ≡ mχ± −mχ01) and to the second neutralino
(∆0 ≡ mχ02 −mχ01 ). The relevant expressions read
mχ01 = |µ| −
m2(1 + sign(µ)s2β)
2M1(1− |µ|/M1) ,
∆m = ∆1−loop +
m2(1 + sign(µ)s2β)
2(M1 − |µ|) , (1)
∆0 =
m2
M1
(1 + sign(µ)s2βµ/M1
1− µ2/M21
)
,
where tanβ = vu/vd, and the above results assume m =
mZsW ≈ 44 GeV  |M1 − µ|. We consider M1 to be
real and positive, while µ is real with either sign. ∆1−loop ∼
300 MeV has very modest dependence on mχ± , and one can
see from the above expressions that the dependence on tanβ
is modest as well. For concreteness, we take in our analysis
tanβ = 15. The choice of mχ± and ∆m then determines the
spectrum. Note that ∆m = mχ±−mχ01 > ∆1−loop > mχ±−
5mχ02 . Upscattering in direct detection experiments [115, 116]
forces ∆0 & 0.1 MeV, which implies an upper bound on
M1 . 20 PeV.
The neutralino couplings to the gauge bosons follow from
the EW charges. The three particles with masses ∼ |µ| are
‘almost-doublets’, and hence the Z-current couples χ01 and χ
0
2
with ’almost-full’ strength. Both the Z and Higgs interactions
with the DM candidate χ01 arise from doublet-singlet mixing,
and hence they are suppressed by powers ofmZ/|µ|,mZ/M1,
which also suppresses the direct detection cross section, see
section III B below.
The decay modes of the long-lived chargino are computed
using the expressions in refs. [117, 118] and shown in Fig. 2.
Chargino decays to χ01 are always allowed with a mass split-
ting greater than ∆1−loop, which sets the maximum possible
lifetime in this model (though longer lifetimes can be consid-
ered in more general scenarios). If M1 is much larger than
|µ|, the lifetime gets reduced by a factor of 2, as the chargino
decays with a similar width to each neutralino. Note that this
is unlike the Wino case, where there is only one neutralino
in the low energy spectrum. For lower values of M1, the
chargino decays to χ02 become smaller. The hadronic decay
widths require some care due to the small mass splitting. For
∆m . 1 GeV, one must compute partial widths to exclusive
hadron final state like pi+χ01. For ∆m  1 GeV, quarks are
the relevant degrees of freedom, and hadronic decays give rise
to jets which shower and hadronize.
In practice, we compute hadronic final states both in the ex-
clusive hadron picture and the inclusive quark picture, and de-
fine ∆m∗ as the mass splitting where
∑
Γ(χ± → hadrons +
χ01) =
∑
Γ(χ± → quarks + χ01). For ∆m < ∆m∗ we
then use the hadron picture and for ∆m > ∆m∗ we use the
quark picture, which is responsible for the sharp turn-over at
∆m ≈ 1.75 GeV in Fig. 2. This unphysical sharp turn-over
between the two regimes is sufficient at the level of detail of
our study. To capture the effect of hadronization uncertainties,
we follow ref. [117] and compute the partial decay widths to
quarks assuming md = 0.5 GeV and 0 GeV, with different
∆m∗ for each case.
We note a few important features of the branching ratios in
Fig. 2. At small mass splitting, decays to both χ01 and χ
0
2 are
kinematically allowed while for larger mass splittings all de-
cays are to χ01. Our region of interest for displaced searches is
cτ & µm, corresponding to ∆m . 2.5 GeV. The branching
fractions have some quantitative (but not qualitative) depen-
dence on sign(µ), but very little dependence on mχ± itself.
As mentioned above, the minimal mass splitting is given by
∆1−loop and larger mass splittings are possible when M1 is
closer to µ, although for our region of interest M1 is still sev-
eral TeV to tens of TeV.
On our scenario, LEP excludes χ+ masses below 104 GeV
[88]. The existing LHC searches for soft leptons [119] are
currently only sensitive to ∆ ∼ 20 GeV. The prospects of the
HL-LHC and of future colliders are summarized below.
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FIG. 2. Decay branching ratios for a 400 GeV charged Higgsino as
a function of ∆m = m
χ±1 −χ01
and µ < 0. Note the chargino life-
time on the upper vertical axis. Hadronic decay widths are computed
assuming md = 0.5 GeV. The switch from an exclusive hadronic
final state description to an inclusive jet final state description occurs
at around ∆m ≈ 1.75 GeV, which decreases to 1.3 GeV if the as-
sumed mD is taken to zero. The µ > 0 case is qualitatively very
similar, and there is very little dependence on the Higgsino mass.
B. Probing Higgsinos with pp colliders and cosmology
To understand the unique role e−p colliders could play in
the exploration of Higgsino parameter space, we briefly re-
view the reach of future pp colldiers, as well as projected cos-
mological bounds from dark matter direct and indirect detec-
tion. This is summarized in Fig. 3.
Searches at future pp colliders
The dominant production mode for EWinos at pp colliders
are s-channel Drell-Yan-like processes. The cross section is
much larger than at e−p colliders, which offers opportunities
to search for pure Winos with large decay lengths. A chal-
lenge in the high-energy environment of pp collisions is that
the SM final state from the chargino decays are often very soft
(sometimes just a single pion) which cannot be reliably recon-
structed. It is therefore difficult to find the corresponding dis-
placed secondary vertex in this environment: the signal gets
swamped by the surrounding hadronic activity, and becomes
part of the “hadronic noise”.
One promising search strategy is the so-called “disappear-
ing track search”, which targets the traces that the long-lived
chargino leaves in the tracker of the detector. This strategy
relies on the chargino to reach the first few inner tracking lay-
ers, which severely limits the sensitivity for short lifetimes.
At the HL-LHC the disappearing track searches have a mass
reach up to ∼ 200 GeV with standard tracking if cτ ∼ 7mm
(∆m = ∆1−loop) [89, 91, 92]. Hypothetical upgrades to the
HL-LHC trackers in the high-rapidity region could increase
mass reach to about 380 GeV. We show these two scenarios
in Fig. 3 (top), using the results from [91]. (This study exam-
ined Higgsinos heavier than 200 GeV, but the proposed search
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FIG. 3. Projected Higgsino bounds from future pp colliders (top)
and cosmology (bottom). Top: Vertical bands indicate the approxi-
mate projected mass reach of monojet searches, with darker shading
indicating the dependence of reach on the assumed systematic error.
Regions above black contours can be excluded by disappearing track
searches [91] at the HL-LHC (optimistic and pessimistic) and FCC-
hh. See text for details. Bottom: Longer lifetimes indicate smaller
direct detection signal, hence the bounds from XENON1T [120],
XENONnT [120]/LZ [121] and DARWIN [122] are sensitive to the
region below the colored contours. The orange region lies below the
neutrino floor for direct detection. Also shown is the approximate
mass exclusion of Fermi (existing) and CTA (projected). The black
line indicates the maximum mass for the Higgsinos such that their
relic abundance is at most ΩDM. The µ < 0 case is nearly identi-
cal. Relic density and direct detection bounds are taken from [123].
Grey upper region indicates lifetimes corresponding to smaller mass
splittings than the minimal electroweak contribution.
would have sensitivity to lower masses as well.) The pes-
simistic HL-LHC disappearing track reach projection assumes
that the Higgsino must reach a transverse distance of 30cm,
while the optimistic projection only requires 10cm. The re-
alistic reach likely lies between these estimates, but we point
out that recent ATLAS tracker upgrades should allow for the
reconstruction of Higgsinos that travel 12 cm [124].
At future 100 TeV colliders like the FCC-hh or the SppC
with 3 ab−1 of luminosity,4 disappearing track searches can
4 Since many recent benchmarks assume 30 ab−1 luminosity for future 100
probe mχ ∼ 1.1 TeV if ∆m ∼ ∆1−loop assuming a chargino
traveling 10cm can be reconstructed, but the reach disappears
for shorter lifetimes [91, 92].5 These sensitivity projections
are also shown in Fig. 3 (top).
Another strategy is the search for the missing mass that is
carried away by the neutral heavy final state. Studies show
that such so-called “monojet searches” can probe pure Hig-
gsinos with masses up to ∼ 100 − 200 GeV at the HL-LHC
[89, 95, 101, 125], depending on assumptions about system-
atic errors. At future 100 TeV collider (see e.g. refs. [89, 126–
129]), significantly higher masses of ∼ 600 − 900 GeV [89]
can be probed for the loop-induced mass splitting. We show
bounds from [89] in Fig. 3 (top). The darker shading indicates
how the mass reach changes when background systematic er-
rors are varied between 1% and 2%.6
In general, the direct detection of the chargino LLP yields
more information than a monojet missing energy signal. Both
of the above search strategies suffer significant limitations.
Monojet (or mono-X) searches have modest mass reach and
reveal no information as to the nature of the produced BSM
state beyond the invisibility of the new final states.7 It would
therefore be impossible to diagnose the signal as coming from
a Higgsino-like state. Disappearing track searches can have
slightly higher mass reach, but only if the lifetime is near the
theoretically motivated maximum for this scenario.
Lifetimes below a few mm are in general extremely chal-
lenging to probe in these environments. It is clear, that the
pure Higgsinos with their extremely small mass splitting and
relatively short decay length are something of a night-mare
scenario for searches at proton-proton colliders.
Cosmology
EWinos make natural candidates for thermal Dark Matter
if they are stable on cosmological time scales. Thus, cosmo-
logical considerations may serve as general motivator for our
theoretical setup and provide constraints for specific models.
It is important to keep in mind, however, that these constraints
are dependent on the universe’s cosmological history, and are
therefore not as robust as collider searches.
Assuming that the lightest neutralino contributes to the ther-
mal relic density provides us with additional bounds from cos-
mological observation. The abundance from Higgsinos with
masses above ∼ 1.1 TeV [102] is larger than the observed
dark matter relic density. This makes 1.1 TeV an obvious tar-
get for collider searches, see Fig. 3 (bottom)
Direct dark matter detection experiments are sensitive to
Higgsinos with mass splittings in the GeV range or above,
TeV colliders [42, 44], these reach estimates may be conservative.
5 The reach can be improved considering improved forward tracking close
to the beam pipe compared to current benchmark detector proposals.
6 For larger mass splittings, a soft lepton search can increase Higgsino mass
reach [89], but ∆m < 5 GeV in our region of interest.
7 The prospects of the mono-Z searches at the FCC are currently under in-
vestigation [123].
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FIG. 4. Example of dominant Higgsino (left) and Higgs (right)
production processes at e−p colliders. V = W± or Z as required.
see e.g. ref. [101]. Sensitivity projections are summarized
in Fig. 3 (bottom), and notably constrain short lifetimes but
not long ones. This is due to the coupling to the Higgs bo-
son, which mediates nuclear scattering and depends on the
Higgsino-Bino mixing angle, or, equivalently, δm−∆1−loop
and only becomes appreciable for mass splittings ∼ GeV.
Hence, the lack of signals in direct detection strongly favors
a highly compressed spectra.8 The most sensitive of these
future experiments is DARWIN [122], which will be able to
probe DM-nucleon cross sections very close to the so-called
neutrino floor, where backgrounds from solar, cosmic and
atmospheric neutrinos become relevant. For thermal Hig-
gsino DM, this scattering rate corresponds to mass splittings
of about 0.5 GeV.9 Probing cross sections below the neutrino
floor will be much more challenging.
Indirect detection experiments search for signs of dark mat-
ter annihilation in the cosmic ray spectra. Assuming a thermal
relic abundance, current bounds from Fermi disfavor masses
below 280 GeV, with proposed CTA measurements being sen-
sitive to mχ ∼ 350 GeV [131]. AMS antiproton data might
exclude somewhat higher masses [132], but that bound is sub-
ject to very large uncertainties.
While these cosmological bounds complement collider
searches, they are much more model-dependent. One can
imagine a Higgsino-like inert doublet scenario which does not
give rise to a stable dark matter candidate (e.g. the lightest
neutral state could decay to additional hidden sector states),
making colliders the only direct way to probe their exis-
tence. Even if the assumptions about cosmology hold, col-
lider searches are vital to fill in the blind spots below the neu-
trino floor. If a direct detection signal is found, the precise
nature of dark matter would then have to be confirmed with
collider searches. Finally, even with the most optimistic pro-
jections there are regions of parameter space at intermediate
mass splitting (lifetimes . mm) that are difficult to probe us-
ing both direct detection and current strategies at pp colliders.
8 It is also possible to have an accidentally small (or null) coupling of Higgs
to dark matter in the so called blind-spots [130]. We will not consider this
option further in this work.
9 This implies a lower bound on the singlet mass of 10 TeV. The singlet might
then be well outside the reach of both the present and future generation of
collider experiments.
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FIG. 5. Production rate of Higgsinos at e−p colliders. The fraction
of events with two charged Higgsino LLPs is ∼ 40− 50%.
C. Higgsino search at e−p colliders
At e−p colliders, Higgsinos are produced dominantly in
VBF processes as shown in Fig. 4 (left). Since the produc-
tion process is 2 → 4 it suffers significant phase space sup-
pression and has a rather small cross section, as shown in
Fig. 5. Fortunately, the spectacular nature of the LLP sig-
nal, and the clean experimental environment, still allows for
significant improvements in reach compared to the existing
search strategies outlined in the previous subsection.
LLP signature
We first consider searches at the LHeC. Weak-scale Higgsi-
nos are produced in association with a recoiling, highly ener-
getic jet with pT > 20 GeV. This jet alone will ensure that
the event passes trigger thresholds and is recorded for offline
analysis. Crucially, the measurement of this jet will also deter-
mine the position of the primary vertex (PV) associated with
the Higgsino production process.
Due to the asymmetric beams the center-of-mass frame of
the process is boosted by bcom ≈ 12
√
Ee/Ep ≈ 5.5 with re-
spect to the lab frame. Subsequently, the long lived charginos
are typically significantly boosted along the proton beam di-
rection, which increases their lifetime in the laboratory frame.
For small mass splittings . 1 GeV considered here,
the dominant decay modes of the Higgsinos are to single
pi±, e±, µ± + invisible particles. The single visible charged
particle typically has transverse momenta in the O(0.1 GeV)
range. In the clean environment (i.e. low pile up) of the e−p
collider, such single low-energy charged tracks can be reliably
reconstructed.
Analysis strategy
The following offline analysis strategy is sketched out in
Fig. 6. One or two charginos are produced at the PV, which is
identified by the triggering jet (A). A chargino decaying to a
8e  p
jet A
BC
rmin
Tracker
Interaction
Region PV
FIG. 6. Sketch of our LLP search strategy at e−p colliders. Sin-
gle or pair-production of weak-scale Higgsino LLPs (red) is practi-
cally always associated with the production of a hard jet (A) with
pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 4.7 which reaches the tracker and passes
the trigger. The charged jet constituents (black) identify the primary
vertex (PV). For Higgsinos decaying into e/µ/pi± + χ01,2 (B), the
LLP is detected if the charged particle trajectory (black solid and
dashed) is reconstructed with pT > pminT and has impact parameter
greater than rmin. For LLPs decaying into two or more charged par-
ticles (C), a DV can be reconstructed, and the LLP is identified if the
distance to the PV is more than rmin. The electron or neutrino in the
event as well as neutral final states of LLP decay are not shown.
single charged particle is depicted in Fig. 6 (B). The charged
track has an impact parameter with respect to the PV. If the im-
pact parameter with respect to the PV is greater than a given
rmin we can tag this track as originating from an LLP decay,
which holds also when the LLP decays within the interaction
region. This heavily relies on backgrounds due to pile-up be-
ing either absent or controllable.
If the chargino decays to two or more charged particles,
a conventional displaced vertex can be reconstructed (C). In
that case, the PV-DV distance has to be greater than rmin to
identify an LLP decay.10
The most relevant parameter of our search strategy is thus
rmin. Our benchmark value is rmin = 40µm, which corre-
sponds to about 5 nominal detector resolutions. We also con-
sider the case of 5 ‘optimistic’ detector resolutions (rmin =
25µm) and a pessimistic scenario with rmin = 80µm. More-
over, the pT threshold for reconstruction of a single charged
particle is also relevant. In order to study the impact of
the pT threshold, we will consider a benchmark value of
pminT = 100 MeV, corresponding to a gyromagnetic radius
ofO(10cm) for the B field of 3.5 T. We also consider an opti-
mistic scenario of pminT = 50 MeV and a pessimistic scenario
of pminT = 400 MeV, which corresponds to the threshold
for track ID at ATLAS and CMS in a high pile-up environ-
ment [133]. 11
10 In a realistic analysis, rmin can be different for displaced tracks and ver-
tices, but for our analysis it is sufficient to take them to be identical.
11 At an e−p collider the full four momentum can be measured, and em-
ploying |p| rather than pT would lead to a slight increase in sensitivity.
We assume 100% reconstruction efficiency for displaced
tracks and vertices. The estimation of the realistic (expected-
to-be O(1)) efficiencies requires a full simulation of the de-
tector response to our signal, which is beyond the scope of
our paper and will be left for future work. We do not expect
this to significantly affect our conclusions.
Event simulation and analysis
The production of MSSM Higgsinos is simulated in
MG5 aMC@NLO [134] at parton-level, which is sufficient
given the almost purely geometrical nature of our signal. For
each chargino k the probability of detecting it as an LLP is
P
(k)
detect =
∑
i
Bri(∆m(cτ))Pi(cτ) , (2)
where k = 1, 2 for chargino pair production events. The in-
dex i stands for the decay processes in Fig. 2, with branching
ratios Bri. Pi is the probability of detecting this particular
chargino if it decays via process i. For 2- and 3-body de-
cays to a single charged particle, it is computed by choosing
the charged particle momentum from the appropriate phase
space distribution in the chargino rest frame, then computing
the minimum distance the chargino must travel for the im-
pact parameter of the resulting charged track to be greater than
rmin. Pi is the chance of the chargino traveling at least that
distance given its boost and the chosen lifetime cτ . Pi = 0 if
the charged particle pT lies below threshold or it does not hit
the tracker.
For decays to “jets”, defined as three charged pions (all
hadronic decays) for ∆m below (above) ∆m∗, we examine
two possibilities. Optimistically, one would expect the jet to
contain two or more relatively energetic charged particles, al-
lowing a DV to be reconstructed. Pjet is then computed sim-
ply by requiring the chargino to travel at least rmin from the
PV. Pessimistically the jet has to contain at least one charged
particle, and we assign Pjet = Ppi±pi0pi0 . The difference be-
tween the optimistic and pessimistic Pjet scenarios represents
an uncertainty on our sensitivity estimate.
For each event with one chargino, P (1)detect represents the
chance of detecting a single LLP in the event. For each event
with two charginos, 1 − (1 − P (1)detect)(1 − P (2)detect) is the
chance of observing at least one LLP, while P (1)detectP
(2)
detect is
the chance of observing two LLPs. This allows us to com-
pute the number of observed events with at least one or two
LLPs, N1+LLP and N2LLP, as a function of chargino mass
and chargino lifetime.
We show contours of N1+LLP and N2LLP in Fig. 7 for
µ > 0. The darker (lighter) shading represents the contour
with the lowest (highest) estimate of event yield, obtained by
However, in order to be comparable with pp collider thresholds, we use
pT in the following.
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FIG. 7. Regions in the (mχ± , cτ) Higgsino parameter plane where
more than 10 or 100 events with at least one (top) or two (bottom)
LLPs are observed at the LHeC. Light shading indicates the uncer-
tainty in the predicted number of events due to different hadroniza-
tion and LLP reconstruction assumptions. Approximately 10 signal
events should be descernable against the τ -background at 2σ, in par-
ticular for 2 LLPs, so the green shaded region represents an estimate
of the exclusion sensitivity. For comparison, the black curves are
the optimistic and pessimistic projected bounds from HL-LHC dis-
appearing track searches, see Fig. 3.
minimizing (maximizing) with respect to the two hadroniza-
tion scenarios of md = 0 or 0.5 GeV, and adopting the pes-
simistic (optimistic) Pjet reconstruction assumption. The dif-
ference between the light and dark shaded regions can be in-
terpreted as a range of uncertainty in projected reach.12 The
µ < 0 case is very similar in all of our studies, so we only
show the positive case.
Backgrounds
An important and irreducible background SM background
to our LLP signature is the decays of tau leptons, which have
12 We note that the abrupt “bite” in the green shaded region of the top plot
around (mχ, cτ) ∼ (140 GeV, 10−5m) is an artifact of assuming
100% DV reconstruction once the Higgsino decays to jets of two or more
charged particles turn on at larger mass splitting (under the optimistic re-
construction assumption). In reality, this intermediate region would likely
be smoothly interpolated by a gradual turn-on, when more efficiently re-
constructed DVs start dominating over displaced single tracks.
a proper lifetime of ∼ 0.1mm and beta-decay into the same
range of final states as the charginos. Events with one (τ+ντ )
and two taus (τ+τ−) are produced via VBF together with a
jet with pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 4.7 at LHeC with cross sections
of ∼ 0.6 and ∼ 0.3 pb, respectively.
Since the τ ’s originate from the decay of on-shell W and
Z bosons, their decay products are much more central and
energetic than those of charginos. Consequently, despite this
background being much larger than the Higgsino signal, it can
be suppressed considerably with simple kinematic cuts.
Specifically, by requiring the final states of LLP decay to
be forward (|η| > 1 in the proton beam direction), the missing
energy to be high (MET & 30 GeV) and the LLP final state
energy to be very low (. 1.5∆m for a given chargino life-
time), a background rejection of 10−3 (10−4) can be achieved
for events requiring at least one (two) reconstructed LLPs
while keeping a large O(1) fraction of the Higgsino signal.
Given the above background cross sections, the number
of signal events that would be excludable at the 95% confi-
dence level (2σ) above the background are then about 50 (10)
for at least one (two) observed LLPs. This purely kinematic
background rejection is very effective, but still underestimates
the sensitivity. In the space of possible final states and de-
cay lengths, τ ’s will populate very different regions than the
chargino signal. While an in-depth study of such an analysis
is beyond our scope, a comparison of the observed LLP data
to a background template in that space will clearly increase
sensitivity even further.
It is with this in mind that we have shown contours of
N1+LLP,2LLP > 10 and > 100. By the above arguments,
the former constitutes a realistic expectation for the approxi-
mate number of LLPs which should be excludable at 2σ, while
the latter shows how sensitivity is affected if backgrounds are
much harder to reject than we anticipated.
FCC-eh
We repeat the above analysis for the FCC-eh scenarios. We
assume the same detector dimensions, triggers, and thresh-
olds. The kinematic rejection of τ backgrounds improves,
with rejections in the range of 10−4−10−3 (10−5−10−4) for
one (two) τ events, more than offsetting the modest growth in
τ -cross section, which is 2.1 (0.8) pb at the FCC-eh with a 60
GeV electron beam, and 4.4 (1.1) pb with a 240 GeV electron
beam.
Figs. 8 and 9 show the number of observed events with
at least 1 or 2 LLPs at the FCC-eh (60) and FCC-eh (240).
We recall that we here consider benchmark luminosities of 1
and 10 ab−1. For the latter, we show contours of 300 and
30 events instead of 100 and 10 to estimate sensitivity. This
roughly accounts for the
√
10 larger number of signal events
required to stand out against the same background cross sec-
tion with a factor of 10 higher luminosity. However, we also
show contours for 10 events, in the event that background
rejection is very good and sensitivity scales more linearly
with luminosity. We emphasize that the FCC-eh (240) with
10 ab−1 of luminosity may be able to probe the 1.1 TeV ther-
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FIG. 8. Regions in the (mχ± , cτ) Higgsino parameter plane where more than the indicated number of one (top) or two (bottom) LLPs
are observed at the FCC-eh with a 60 GeV electron beam and 1 ab−1 (left) or 10 ab−1 (right) of luminosity. Light shading indicates the
uncertainty in the predicted number of events due to different hadronization and LLP reconstruction assumptions. As for the LHeC estimate
in Fig. 7, the green region represents our 2σ sensitivity estimate in the presence of τ backgrounds. For 10 ab−1, red shading is an optimistic
sensitivity estimate in case background rejection is better than we anticipate. For comparison, the black curves are projected bounds from
disappearing track searches, for the HL-LHC (optimistic and pessimistic) and the FCC-hh, see Fig. 3.
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 8 for the FCC-eh with a 240 GeV electron beam.
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FIG. 10. Reach dependence on r0 and pminT . All plots assume 1 ab
−1 of data, µ > 0, and the most optimistic estimate for event yield given
hadronization and displaced jet reconstruction uncertainties.
mal Higgsino DM relic at lifetimes much shorter than FCC-hh
disappearing track searches. Furthermore, this reach is theo-
retically very robust since LLP tagging efficiency at O(mm)
lifetime is excellent at e−p colliders.
We note that anO(1) pile-up may become relevant at higher
beam energies and luminosities. A detailed discussion is be-
yond our scope, but we expect that single displaced charged
particles should be kinematically clearly distinguishable from
a second high-energy primary vertex. Furthermore, given the
sizable longitudinal extent of the interaction region, sensitiv-
ity at short lifetimes would not be affected by requiring the
impact parameter or DV distance from the PV to be much less
than the beam spot length. This would further reject pile-up
vertices, which are more evenly distributed along the beam
axis. While a more thorough investigation is certainly re-
quired, we expect our results to be fairly robust against these
modest levels of pile-up, especially for the search requiring 2
observed LLPs.
Impact of track resolution and energy thresholds
It is important to determine to what extent the specifica-
tions of the detector, like energy thresholds and tracking res-
olution, affect BSM reach. In Fig. 10 we show how reach is
modified if we deviate from our benchmark assumptions of
pminT = 100 MeV as the minimum threshold for single track
reconstruction and rmin0 = 40µm as the minimum spatial sep-
aration for LLP tagging.
Our results are fairly robust with respect to variation in
these two thresholds. Changing the tracking resolution (rmin0 )
unsurprisingly has noticeable effect on reach at the lowest life-
times, but does not affect mass reach at the larger lifetimes.
Conversely, the pminT threshold has no effect on reach at short
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lifetimes (where mass splitting is larger, leading the single
charged particles to always pass the threshold). At large life-
times the benchmark threshold of 100 MeV is very close to
optimal, with improvements for 50 MeV being very minimal.
On the other hand, assuming a much worse threshold of 400
MeV would modestly affect mass reach, which would make
it even harder to reach the mχ = 1.1 TeV goal correspond-
ing to thermal Higgsino dark matter. This provides significant
motivation to aim for single track reconstruction thresholds at
the ∼ 100 MeV level when finalizing detector design.
Discussion and comparison
Our projected LHeC sensitivity for Higgsinos is competi-
tive in mass reach to the monojet projections for the HL-LHC,
being sensitive to masses around 200 GeV for the longest the-
oretically motivated lifetimes. The LHeC search has the cru-
cial advantage of actually observing the charged Higgsino par-
ent of the invisible final state. Proposed disappearing track
searches at the HL-LHC may probe higher masses for the
longest lifetimes, but lose sensitivity at shorter lifetimes. By
comparison, the LHeC search is sensitive to lifetimes as short
as microseconds. It is important to note that the mass reach of
e−p colliders is much more robust than the disappearing track
projections, since the former are not exponentially sensitive
to uncertainties in the Higgsino velocity distribution. While
similar lifetime sensitivities may be possible at lepton collid-
ers, only the highest energy proposals would have comparable
center-of-mass energy.
The direct collider sensitivities are complementary to the
sensitivity of dark matter direct detection experiments, which
cover larger mass splittings (shorter lifetimes), and indirect
detection constraints. However, these bounds are model-
dependent and rely on cosmological assumptions. In the event
of a positive dark matter signal, e−p colliders would play a
crucial role in determining the nature of the dark matter can-
didate.
The mass reach of the FCC-eh is obviously much greater
than for the LHeC. Reaching the thermal Higgsino DM mass
of ∼ 1.1 TeV is challenging and would require a high lumi-
nosity high energy FCC-eh scenario as shown in Fig. 9 (left).
However, in all cases the sensitivity to short decay lengths,
possibly much less than a single micron, far exceeds what
the FCC-hh can accomplish with disappearing track searches,
making the FCC-eh coverage crucial in probing the full range
of possible Higgsino scenarios.
IV. LLP PRODUCTION IN EXOTIC HIGGS DECAYS
The Higgsino analysis of the previous section demonstrates
that e−p colliders have unique capabilities to detect LLPs
which decay due to almost-degenerate masses into extremely
soft SM final states with very short lifetimes. However, the
excellent tracking resolution, clean environment and longitu-
dinal boost of the collision center-of-mass frame also has sig-
nificant advantages for detecting LLPs with somewhat higher
energy final states.
Exotic Higgs decays are strongly motivated on general the-
oretical grounds, see e.g. ref. [41]: the small SM Higgs width
allows even small BSM couplings to lead to sizable exotic
Higgs branching fractions, and the low dimensionality of the
gauge- and Lorentz-singlet |H|2 portal operator allows it to
couple to any BSM sector via a low-dimensional term in the
Lagrangian, making sizable couplings generic.
We consider exotic Higgs decays into a pair of BSM LLPs
X . The exotic branching fraction Br(h→ XX) and the LLP
lifetime cτ are both essentially free parameters. We focus on
LLP masses of order 10 GeV to demonstrate that e−p colliders
also offer crucial advantages to LLPs without soft decay prod-
ucts. This simplified model represents many highly motivated
theoretical scenarios, including Neutral Naturalness [135] and
general Hidden Valleys [4–9], where the LLPs are hadrons of
the hidden sector produced via the Higgs portal.
Analysis strategy
We assume X decays to at least two charged particles with
energies above pT detection threshold to uniquely identify a
DV for the LLP decay. The analysis proceeds along very sim-
ilar lines as the Higgsino case: VBF Higgs production at e−p
colliders, see Fig. 4 (right), is simulated to lowest order in
MadGraph, with cross sections 0.1, 0.34, 1.05 pb at the LHeC,
FCC-eh (60) and FCC-eh (240) respectively. The search strat-
egy is also the same, shown in Fig. 6, but now we are dealing
exclusively with displaced vertices (C), which we assume are
detected with an efficiency of 100% as long as the final states
hit the tracker and the LLP decays at a distance rmin away
from the primary vertex, which is again identified by the as-
sociated jet which passed the trigger.
Our search requires, in addition to the triggering jet, a sin-
gle tagged DV consistent with the decay of an LLP of mass
a few GeV or above.13 Requiring an invariant mass of the
DV above about 10 GeV and making use of the known Higgs
mass (for both DVs decaying in the detector) efficiently re-
jects background events from τ leptons or other sources. We
note that this search can be generalized for other resonant LLP
production processes.
Results and discussion
We show the resulting sensitivity in Fig. 11, with the exclu-
sion sensitivity of 4 expected events. From the figure we see
that e−p colliders can probe LLP production in exotic Higgs
decays with decay lengths below a micron, due to the lifetime-
enhancing longitudinal boost and excellent tracking in a clean
environment.
13 The sensitivity at longer lifetimes & 10cm depends more on the detector
geometry, as well as the final state, so for simplicity we simply assumed
that DVs within 1 meter of the PV can be reconstructed.
13
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FIG. 11. Projected exclusion limits on exotic Higgs decay branch-
ing fraction to LLPs X as a function of lifetime cτ for the LHeC,
FCC-eh (60) and FCC-eh (240) with 1 ab−1 of data. The excluded
branching ratio scales linearly with luminosity under the assump-
tion of no background. The LLP mass in the plot is 20 GeV, but
for different masses the curves shift in cτ roughly by a factor of
mLLP/(20 GeV). For comparison, we show a somewhat realistic
estimate for the sensitivity of pp colliders with 3 ab−1 and with-
out background (blue), as well as a very optimistic estimate which
assumes extremely short-lived LLP reconstruction (orange), from
[136].
For comparison, we show estimates of the HL-LHC and
FCC-hh sensitivity to LLPs produced in exotic Higgs de-
cays [136]. A somewhat realistic estimate assumes triggering
on Higgs production from VBF14 and requiring a single DV
displaced more than 3cm from the beamline is enough to elim-
inate backgrounds (blue curves). A much more optimistic es-
timate (orange curves) assumes a search triggering on a single
high-pT lepton from associated Higgs Boson production and
requiring a single DV with displacement as low as 50µm can
be performed with no backgrounds. It is still unclear whether
this optimistic search can be realized at pp colliders.
The sensitivity achievable at the LHeC (FCC-eh) reaches
much shorter lifetimes than either projection for the HL-LHC
(FCC-hh), especially for the more conservative pp projec-
tions. This is especially significant since the optimistic search
of [136] was required to cover well-motivated parts of Neu-
tral Naturalness parameter space where the hidden hadrons
are very short-lived. Furthermore, the estimated sensitivity
of e−p colliders at short lifetimes is more robust than that of
pp colliders, where those searches have to contend with much
higher levels of background and pile-up.
V. CONCLUSION
Electron-proton colliders are more commonly associated
with DIS studies of the proton than with BSM searches. How-
ever, their high center-of-mass energy compared to lepton col-
liders but clean environment compared to hadron colliders lets
14 This reach estimate would be very similar if the search triggered on leptons
from associated production instead of VBF.
them play a unique role in probing a variety of important BSM
signals.
Diverse BSM states can be produced in VBF processes,
which also ensures triggering and identification of the primary
vertex. Any BSM state which looks like hadronic background
in the high-energy, high-rate environment of hadron colliders
can likely be much better identified and studied in e−p col-
lisions. A prime example of such BSM scenarios are LLPs
which decay with short lifetime (. mm) and/or a small mass
splitting (. GeV) which can arise from compressed spectra.
To demonstrate this, we studied searches for pure Higgsinos
and exotic Higgs decays to LLPs. In both cases, proposed e−p
colliders probe new and important regions of parameter space
inaccessible to other experiments. Our most optimistic FCC-
eh scenarios could produce and reconstruct the 1.1 TeV ther-
mal Higgsino dark matter relic. It is also important to point
out that in both BSM scenarios, the e−p collider reach is more
robust than the pp projections.
We used LHeC and FCC-eh proposals as our benchmarks,
but took some liberties in exploring higher luminosities and
higher energies to show what kind of physics reach may be
possible. In that light, our results can serve to guide the de-
tailed design of such a future machine, whether it is built as
an add-on to the CERN LHC, CERN FCC-hh, or at the SppC.
Similarly, we found that the reconstruction of soft LLP final
states with high tracking resolution (. 10µm), single track
reconstruction thresholds of ∼ 100 MeV and very low pile-
up are necessary conditions for this unique BSM sensitivity,
and should be a high priority in the design.
We demonstrated that e−p colliders have unique sensitiv-
ity to BSM signals, in particular LLPs with soft final states or
very short lifetimes. Further study is needed to identify other
BSM scenarios to which these machines could be uniquely
sensitive, but our results suggest that difficult final states may
be a particularly fruitful avenue of exploration. There may be
other diverse classes of signals that can be effectively probed.
This adds significant motivation for the construction of fu-
ture e−p colliders. Together with the invaluable proton PDF
data, as well as precision measurements of EW parameters,
top quark couplings and Higgs couplings, our results make
clear that adding a DIS program to a pp collider is necessary
to fully exploit its discovery potential for new physics.
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